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Pakistan needs a fresh industrial policy to promote employment, value-added exports and
import substitution. The aim should be to reverse the trend of deindustrialization. The
Pakistan Business Council (PBC) advocates a “Make-in-Pakistan” thrust to achieve these
objectives. The Make-in-Pakistan thrust seeks to leverage the size of Pakistan’s domestic
market of over 200 Mn consumers to develop scale and competitiveness, which in time
could also address global demand. We outline the contours of a new industrial policy in the
following sections.
This paper is directional in nature, the intent being to highlight the key policy thrusts and
focus areas rather than offer comprehensive solutions for which deeper studies would be
required. The Council of Business Leaders (CBL) which has recently been constituted to
advise the government may select specific policies and industries to focus on.
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SECTION 01
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Pakistan is deindustrializing prematurely.
The role of manufacturing in the economy
has declined and its rate of growth lags far
behind India, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka. As
a result, over the last decade and a half,
Pakistan has lost share of world exports,
whilst Bangladesh’s share doubled and
Vietnam’s grew seven-fold in the same time
period. Manufactured goods represent a
lower percentage of Pakistan’s exports than
those of Bangladesh. Disproportionate
burden of taxes on industry, rampant
under-invoicing, misdeclaration of imports,
blatant availability of smuggled goods, a
fiscal policy that relies on imports for
revenue and fails to encourage capital
formation and consolidation, together with
knee-jerk measures to meet tax revenue
shortfall have thwarted the growth of
industry. A tariff policy that fails to
adequately differentiate between raw
materials, intermediate goods and finished
products has resulted in rapid growth of
imports, often negating the positive impact
that trade agreements could bring through
cheaper raw materials. As a result, Pakistan
is not integrated well into global value
chains. Poorly negotiated trade agreements
have failed to secure competitive tariffs for
exports. High input costs impede the
competitiveness of relatively low
value-added, heavily textile-reliant exports.
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Growth of Manufacturing
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Shortfall in availability of cotton inflates
imports and impacts the potential of
value-added exports. Subsidies for sugar
cane and wheat create uneconomic
surpluses, denying industry adequate inputs
to add value to, both for exports and import
substitution. Short-term oriented export
policies have not encouraged the shift to
man-made fibers in line with global demand.
Neither has it promoted investment in
adding further sophistication to products or
to diversify beyond the traditional markets
of USA and Europe. Energy shortfall, high
cost and generally anti-manufacturing
policies have also discouraged the
broadening of exports beyond textiles or of
import substitution.
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The net result of the aforementioned is a
growing trade deficit and recurring cycles of
external account crises; resulting in Pakistan
knocking on IMF and other donor’s doors for
the 13th time in 28 years. There is a dire
need to conduct fundamental reforms to
restructure the economy and strengthen
domestic industry. Besides, the country
needs to generate 2-3 million jobs for the
youth who reach the age of employment
every year and for the 5-6 million currently
unemployed.
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Complex Tax System
WB EDB* Paying Taxes
Rank (out of 190)

Number of Taxes

Pakistan
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1

3

Hong Kong
(Best in World)

*World Bank Ease of Doing Business 2019 Ranking
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Poorly Negotiated FTA's
Trade Balance
(in year signed)

Trade Balance
(in 2017)

Country

Year Signed

Sri Lanka

2005

$94 Mn

$268 Mn

China

2006

($3.2) Bn

($16.4) Bn

Malaysia

2008

($1.5) Bn

($1.0) Bn

Indonesia

2013

($1.1) Bn

($2.2) Bn

Mauritius

2007

$38.7 Mn

$2.2 Mn

Growth in Import Reliance - Mainly from China
Items

Import Value
2007 (US$ Mn)

Import Value
2017 (US$ Mn)

Growth
Multiple

% Import
from China

Footwear

34

112

3.3x

89
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47
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3.6x

64
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13
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5.7x

85

50

169

3.4x

65

Blankets

17

49

2.9x

97

Fans

13

42

3.2x

87
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SECTION 02

KEY TARGETS OF THE
INDUSTRIAL POLICY
The five-year targets of the industrial policy should be:
To take the % contribution of manufacturing to GDP up to 25% from the current 13.5%
Manufactured goods to represent over 85% of exports from the current 77%, thus
adding value to commodities
Annual rate of growth of manufacturing to be 10%+ against the recent 5-6% pa
Investment to represent 30% of GDP from the current 16%
Pakistan’s share of world exports to grow from 0.13% to 0.25% i.e. to US $40 Bn
Export of goods and services to amount to 12.5% of GDP from the current 8.2%
Import content in exports to double as a result of cascading import tariffs.
To create a level playing field for the formal manufacturing sector and to give it space to
consolidate financially and develop scale, it is vital that:
The tax base is broadened by the inclusion of the retail, wholesale and agricultural
sectors, which together represent 40% of the formal economy but contribute less than
2% to taxes
Leakage of wealth into the real estate sector and overseas is stemmed
The government resolves to make this the last time that Pakistan has to go to the IMF
(or friendly nations) for help. Structural reforms need to be undertaken diligently and
implemented rigorously.
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SECTION 03

THE GENERAL POLICY ENABLERS
The main policies that need alignment to support industry are: trade, fiscal, energy,
agriculture, labour and the capital markets. Additionally, the fragmentation between the
federation and the provinces and interprovincial conflicts need to be resolved. This section
outlines in brief the principles that should form the basis of a new industrial policy for
Pakistan.
The foremost need of any policy framework is to provide long-term consistency to investors.
The government should consider a legally binding way of providing continuity to industry.
Amongst all the policies needing alignment, the most crucial is between the trade and
taxation policies to promote industrialization. Hitherto, these ministries have operated in silos.
Cascading import duty on raw materials not available locally, low duty on
intermediate items not made domestically and higher duty on finished goods would
allow Pakistan to maximize its positon in the global value chain. However, exceptions
will need to be made when locally produced finished goods for one industry,
represent raw and intermediate materials for another. Irrespective of this, industry
should not be allowed to be held hostage by inefficient domestic suppliers. The DTRE
policy should be simplified to allow more SMEs to avail of duty exemptions on
imported material used to generate exports. In short, the aim of the tariff policy should
be to promote growth of industry rather than merely to generate revenue. The Ministry
of Commerce should set a pro-growth tariff.
The National Tariff Commission should remain functional and effective, which has
not always been the case. Domestic industry must swiftly be protected from dumping.
Laws that impede this currently need to be reviewed. The policy and practices
adopted by India, Indonesia and Turkey to protect local industry may be studied.
Trade agreements need to ensure preferential access to partner countries of
value-added items, not just of commodities or intermediate inputs. In the past we have
mainly exported cotton and yarn, allowing others to convert it into apparel, which
competes with our exports to the USA and the EU. Concessions on imports under FTAs
should be limited to raw materials and intermediate items not produced locally so that
value-addition in the country is encouraged. Over the medium term, the impact on tax
revenues of import concessions should be offset by tax on profit of local
manufacturing businesses. Another important benchmark is impact of FTAs on jobs in
the country.
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The FTA with China needs to be renegotiated to secure parity access for Pakistani
goods with the best tariffs made available by China to any other country. ASEAN,
Bangladesh, Australia and New Zealand presently enjoy more attractive market
access into China than Pakistan. Pakistan should additionally reach out to countries
like Canada, Norway, Australia and Japan for tariff parity with Bangladesh.
Further agreements with countries like Thailand and Turkey should only be pursued if
they stand the test of incremental value-added exports, job creation and medium term
tax revenue equalization. Presently, FTAs with neither Thailand, nor Turkey meet this
criterion. The Ministry of Commerce needs to develop capacity for holistic analysis of
the impact of trade agreements. Pending, this there should be a moratorium on new
arrangements. Preferential trade agreements may be pursued on merit.
The fiscal policy should be based on equitable distribution of the taxation burden
through a broader tax base. 58% of the taxation burden cannot be carried by
manufacturing which represents 13.5% of GDP. The policy should also promote capital
formation and consolidation to facilitate scale, competitiveness and investment. There
should be no penalty on retention of profit for future investment. Tax on new projects
should only be levied when they become profitable and they should be allowed to
avail of capital allowances and to carry forward losses from the early years. Group
taxation and tax on inter-corporate dividends should revert back to the basis of the
Finance Act 2007.
Fiscal policy making should be separated from tax collection. The latter should be
infused with technology and talent to broaden the tax base. The former should strive
to create sustainable bases for growth through adoption of long-term policies which
infuse investor confidence.
Taxation processes should be based on profits against turnover, and be simplified and
made more transparent to curb harassment of tax payers. The primary indicator to
judge the performance of FBR should be incremental tax revenue from new tax
payers. Secondly, taxes recovered in advance of due dates and tax refunds due to
business should be excluded from deficit and target evaluation of the FBR. Indeed, tax
should not be sought in advance of due dates and processes should be simplified,
such as by zero-rating export sectors to avoid the build-up of tax refunds.
Tax rates need to be brought down to be regionally competitive. In particular, the
general sales tax rate should be revised downwards to ensure a level playing field
between the formal and the informal sector, given the poor state of documentation of
the economy. The number of taxes need to be reduced and a national tax authority
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created to unify filing of returns and settlement of liabilities. Tax returns should be
simplified. Tax audits should be conducted independent of the taxation authorities.
Currently the FBR is both the judge and the jury. Tax notices are issued liberally to
exert pressure on tax payers. There should be accountability in terms of how many of
these are upheld in court.
Income tax should only be levied on profit assessed on the basis of returns that
everyone engaged in taxable activity should be made to file. Tax evasion should be a
crime. Presumptive taxes on imports should be converted to advance tax adjustable
against final liability. The FTR scheme should be phased out entirely.
Under-invoicing should be curbed through the exchange of data with trading partners.
Realistic Import Trade Price (ITP) should be determined for items prone to
under-invoicing. Evasion through misdeclaration of imports, misuse of the Afghan
Transit Treaty and of the inland clearing facilities can be controlled through improved
coordination between Customs and the Ministry of Commerce. One example of such
coordination would be regular reconciliation of output, such as of motor cycles, with
key inputs such as imported engines. Further, the blatant sale of smuggled consumer
products should be stopped through raids on shops and markets selling these and by
insisting on Urdu language labels.
Energy should be provided to industry at a cost that allows it to be competitive
globally. Whilst the primary focus of this needs to be on export sectors, it is important
to recognize that a $ saved from imports is worth the same as a $ generated from
exports and that import substitution yields greater tax revenue.
Fragmentation between the federal and provincial authorities and inter-provincial
conflicts need to be resolved speedily to make it easier to do business. Multiple taxes,
varying rates, inability to offset input sales tax with output sales tax, disputes on
jurisdiction, currently differing product and environmental standards etc., all create
complexity and make it difficult to do business. They also thwart scale and
competitiveness in the global markets.
The Foreign Direct Investment policy should focus on import substitution, exports,
technology, capital and risk-intensive sectors rather than on short payback, domestic
consumption oriented industries that reap the demographic dividend of Pakistan’s
large and growing middle class. The federal Board of Investment should be sector
focused to target such investment, instead of conducting general road shows. It
should also be empowered by the provinces to act as a one-window facilitator, rather
than merely as a promoter of investment.
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Capital markets for both equity and debt need to be developed to support
investment in industry. Some of the key measures are: lower corporate tax rate on
companies to provide incentive to seek and remain listed; development of a
secondary listing platform for smaller companies and start-ups that don’t meet the
criterion of a full listing; exemption of inter-corporate dividends from cascading taxes
to promote consolidation and scale; restoration of group loss relief as per the Finance
Act 2007; ability to carry forward capital losses on listed stocks for up to three years;
reduction in government’s reliance on the banking sector for funding its deficits
together with a regulatory framework to promote lending to the private sector; credit
guarantee scheme to encourage greater exposure to SMEs; long-term credit
institutions to support mortgage and infrastructure funding; reform in regulations for
private equity investment; and the development of tax-friendly rules for REITS.
Corporatization should be promoted to improve the standards of governance and
accountability. Companies should not be taxed at rates higher than unincorporated
concerns. The corporate sector should not be encumbered by unreasonable reporting
requirements such as the impractical definition of related parties and the provisions
designed to cover the inefficiency of fiscal and other authorities with respect to foreign
shareholdings. The anomalies in the Companies Act 2017 which should be removed
urgently.
The Housing industry will benefit from the removal of opaqueness in property titles,
weak foreclosure laws and absence of long term mortgages. House construction is a
major growth opportunity which would stimulate multiple sectors of the economy,
create millions of jobs and address a significant social gap.
Exchange rates, albeit currently managed, should ensure sustained competitiveness
of exports and provide a check on the growth of imports. Reliance on US$ as the
medium of trade should be reduced. Pakistan should consider the Chinese Yuan as a
medium of exchange, at least for trade with China.
Ease of Doing Business Ranking of Pakistan though up by 11 points to 136 leaves
substantial room for improvement. A large number of actions lie in the provincial
domain and the commitment of provinces to reform is vital. Simplification, unification
and digitization with one-window facilities offer significant avenues of potential to
address the measures in which we rank worse than the best. Equally important is
communicating the reforms effectively to SME businesses that compose the EODB
survey sample to ensure that their response is objective and positive. Pakistan needs
to specially focus on streamlining taxes and taxation processes, which are also a
hindrance to broadening the tax base.
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Land: Currently zoning laws mainly cover residential and commercial areas. Industrial
zones should be prescribed in all towns above 100,000 populations. Many industrial
estates in larger cities are now surrounded by residential areas. They are also
congested, lack adequate infrastructure, besides being exorbitant in cost. Provision of
land at reasonable cost with permission to construct vertically to house light
engineering and apparel will accelerate industrialization.
Productivity, Quality, Innovation and Image: Pakistan business needs to
substantially improve quality and variety of its offerings, add sophistication to
marketing through brand and image building and to widen its sales targeting beyond
the traditional markets. The government initiatives should focus on the SME sector, as
well as on non-traditional exports.
Skills need to be developed through public-private initiatives. Businesses must be
allowed to retain and invest the WWF and WPPF balance (after distribution to labour) to
focus on upgrading skills. Investment from China, particularly in the more value-added
apparel sector should target skill development, as much as exports.
Labour is a devolved subject with provinces responsible for setting their own minimum
wages. Yet a uniform wage rate applies in the country, resulting in the informal sector
evading it. The minimum wage paid by the formal sector impacts its competitiveness in
the global markets against countries like Bangladesh. Further the uniformity of
minimum wages across the country reduces the incentive to locate industry in less
developed areas of Pakistan where jobs are needed most. It is not practical to propose
differentiated labour rates. However, wage subsidies would accelerate the
industrialization of rural areas and help to make exports sourced from there, more
competitive. Other factors that inflate the cost of employment, such as overtime need
to be brought in line through a comprehensive benchmarking with the region. The
labour laws of Export Processing Zones should also apply to export industries outside
these zones.
The Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) are the engine of growth for
employment, whereas larger businesses are more capital intensive. Nevertheless, the
latter can do more to integrate SMEs into their value-chains through outsourcing. The
transaction costs involved in embedding SMEs in value chains of the export industry
need to be addressed. The banking sector needs to be less risk-averse to SMEs and
ways should be found to make export credit available to SMEs supplying larger
exporters. The SME sector would be a major beneficiary of initiatives to make it easier
to do business. It should be involved in suggesting ways to take Pakistan into the top
100 countries in Ease of Doing Business ranking.
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SEZs: Special Economic Zones could be an opportunity to relocate industry from
congested areas and to establish new ventures with Chinese or other partnerships.
“Plug and Play” industrial areas with adequate utilities, good transportation links and
on-site housing for labour should negate the need for tax holidays and other
concessions that could potentially risk undermining industry outside such zones. If
exceptionally, tax breaks are to be granted, these should be limited in scope and
conditional to high incremental job creation in sectors that generate exports or import
substitution.
CPEC: To make CPEC a game changer for employment, exports and import
substitution, Chinese investment needs to be attracted in more labour-intensive
industries due to the rising labour cost in China. This and a fairer free trade agreement
should be pitched in exchange for the geo-political and world market access
advantages that China would derive from CPEC. Care should be taken to ensure that
industry relocated to Pakistan is not equipped with old and obsolete technology. As
the Chinese government is known to direct its private sector, securing its support will
help the Pakistan private sector to pursue JVs in preference to other global
alternatives available to the Chinese.
Standards: National product standards will permit industries to leverage the national
scale, whilst robust implementation of harmonized standards by provincial authorities
will ensure consumer safety. This should also extend to imported products, especially
packaged foods, for which Urdu language labels/ingredient lists should be a
requirement. The PSQCA should be strengthened to help industry meet global
standards. Equally, its upgraded testing capability will help verify quality and
conformance of imports, stemming the entry and sale of sub-standard and
about-to-expire products, which are dumped into the country, impacting local industry.
Sustainability through responsible environmental practices should be a goal of the
industrial policy. Conservation of energy and water; recovery, recycling and reuse of
materials, especially plastics should be incentivized. Greater inclusion of women in the
workforce will unleash a significantly under-utilized resource. These are also
embodied in the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals to which Pakistan
Government is a signatory and in which industry can play a role.
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SECTION 04

SPECIFIC FOCUS INDUSTRIES
TO PROMOTE EXPORTS AND
IMPORT SUBSTITUTION
The following sectors have significant export and import substitution potential. In addition to
the general provisions of the industrial policy, it is recommended that they be provided
energy at the cost available to the five export sectors, duty free import of plant and
machinery and a ten-year tax holiday, with no minimum or advance taxes.

Textiles
Represent 6% of world trade but 65% of Pakistan’s
exports. Whilst the need to diversify into other
sectors for exports is not in dispute, textiles will
remain the backbone of our exports for the
foreseeable future. There is scope within textiles to
diversify the product range and the markets
beyond USA and Europe. Long term policies,
consistently implemented, will help industry to
reposition offerings, add sophistication and diversify
markets. Global demand has shifted to man-made
fibres whilst Pakistan remains cotton based. On the
other hand, shortage of cotton creates import
burden. Much of Pakistan’s exports are at the lower
end of value-addition. The industry lacks skills to
graduate. There is scope for Pakistan to
collaborate with the Chinese textiles industry which
dominates the world market and which is looking
for ways to overcome the trade sanctions on
Chinese sourced products into the US. Lower
labour cost is an added motive for the Chinese to
relocate the labour-intensive apparel making to
Pakistan. Foremost the partnership will bring much
needed know-how.
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Agriculture
Pakistan is an agrarian economy with 60% of the population residing in rural areas and 40%
of labour engaged in agriculture. Yet neither the yield nor the quality of crops, dairy or
livestock is up to global standards. Substantial scope lies in land-levelling, water course
management, water conservation, seeds, fertilizer and pesticide application, harvesting,
storage, transportation and export marketing. Subsidies create distortions, resulting in
uneconomic surpluses of sugar and wheat whilst the textile industry is denied cotton and the
country spends vast amounts on import of lentils and edible oil. Substantial investment will
be required to upgrade the oil extraction and the associated animal-feed industries. Due to
the potential to save up to $3.5 Bn of imports, this sector should be incentivized to grow
rapidly.
Provincial governments in whose domain agriculture lies must work with the federation
towards maximizing yields, quality and export of agricultural produce. Land fragmentation
and low level of mechanization should be addressed through farm cooperatives and by
providing incentives to indigenize agricultural tools and machinery. Water efficiency must
receive the highest priority. Crop and livestock insurance would provide security and
provision of finance and would free the farmers from the shackles of middle-men.
The yield as % of land occupied is highest for fruits. Pakistan lacks adequate supply chain
with the result that wastage levels are high. Farm to market handling of perishable produce
should be accorded the status of industry and this sector will benefit from FDI which also
enables the global marketing of produce.
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Engineering & Iron and Steel
All industrial countries rely on
engineering to create jobs,
value-added exports and import
substitution. Pakistan spent $21.8
Bn on importing machinery,
vehicles, auto parts and iron and
steel in the FY 2018. This exceeds
the total value of petroleum imports
by 50%. The industrial policy
should therefore specially focus on
engineering in general and iron and
steel in particular. Assembly of
mobile phones, laptops and PCs
would be other items to consider
incentives to promote.

An integrated Petro-Chemicals Complex
is a dire need for the country given imports
amounting to $3.2 Bn of chemicals, $2.3 Bn of
plastics and $2 Bn of synthetic textile inputs.
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IT and Business Process Outsourcing (BPO)
Pakistan needs to reposition itself for the
knowledge economy to maximize job creation
and exports. With one of the highest number of
freelance software developers, lower
development cost vs. India, English language
proficiency and a developed accounting
profession, Pakistan has vast potential to benefit
from jobs and exports from IT and BPO, which
should be accorded the status of industry.
Philippines earns $28 Bn in exports from BPO.
Reducing the burden of taxation on broadband,
both fixed line and cellular, making internet
widely available and policies to facilitate and
formalize this sector will help both the external
and the fiscal balances. Future capacity and
capability should be built by incorporating
computer programming into school curriculum.

Pharmaceuticals
Pakistan’s large population provides
the pharma industry potential to build
scale and become competitive in the
global market. Thwarting this currently
is the regulatory environment which
impacts domestic scale, confidence
and hence investment. A more
realistic pricing policy and tighter
control over quality will encourage
industry to consider investing in FDA
approved facilities to open up to
exports. Multinationals should be
encouraged to use Pakistan as a base
for manufacturing for exports.
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The Oil and Gas sector
deserves special focus, not only to reduce imports but also potentially to bring down the cost
of electricity and provide input to a petro-chemicals industry. Pakistan is reported to have 105
Trillion Cubic Feet of Shale and Tight gas reserves. We pay $11 / mmbtu for importing LNG but
only an average of $6 / mmbtu at the well head for local gas. Revising the well-head price
for new discoveries, especially for the more expensive to explore shale and tight gas, will
incentivize exploration. OGDC and PPL have exploration rights for large parcels of land.
However, many remain unexplored. With improving security conditions and Pakistan’s good
track record of exploration success, the oil and gas sector has much unrealized potential. In
the near term, additional refining capacity for imported crude will reduce the import bill, as
will a conservation drive.

Other Sectors
would include ceramics, footwear, tyres, mining and furniture. Ceramics is an energy reliant
industry which is also impacted by under-invoicing, misdeclaration and smuggling. The local
footwear industry has virtually been eliminated by rampant growth of imports. Lower energy
cost for import substitution, tighter controls over declaration and valuation and cascading
duties and stringent check on smuggling and the misuse of the Afghan Transit Trade Treaty
would help. There is signifciant unexploited potential in mining.
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SECTION 05

ABOUT PBC
The PBC is a private sector business policy advocacy forum composed of Pakistan’s largest
businesses / groups including multinationals that have a significant investment in and a
long-term commitment to the growth of Pakistan. Members turnover represents every ninth
Rupee of Pakistan’s GDP and together the members contribute 25% of the annual tax
revenues and exports. More information about the PBC, its members and its activities can be
found on our website www.pbc.org.pk

The PBC’s Member Companies
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The PBC Members by Sector
PBC currently has 76 members, whose businesses cover nearly all sectors of the formal
economy. The sector wise representation (in alphabetical order) is detailed below:
Sector

Member Companies

Large-Scale Manufacturing
Agro Industries

1

Cement

2

Chemicals / Fertilizer

8

Energy

2

Engineering

7

Fast Moving Consumer Goods

15

Packaging Material

2

Pharmaceuticals and Healthcare

6

Textiles

9

Total Members in Large-Scale Manufacturing

52

Services
Financial service

11

Hospitality

1

Insurance

2

Logistics / Courier

2

Telecommunication

2

Utilities

1

Total Members in the Services Sector

19

Conglomerates

5
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28 MNC’s from 13 Countries
USA

UK

UAE

Switzerland

Japan
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Netherlands

France

Bahrain

South Korea

Norway

Hong Kong

Germany

Sweden

8th Floor, Dawood Center,
M.T. Khan Road,
Karachi, Pakistan
T - +92 21 3563 0528 - 29
F - +92 21 3563 0530
www.pbc.org.pk

